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Great Condition!

BodyMinder is easy-to-use, fits nicely in a gym bag; a good choice for anyone who wants a little
extra motivation. -- About Exercise.com, February 2004Our sincere thanks for your tremendous
contribution (of BodyMinders) to this year's Emmy Performer Nominee gift bags. Splendid! --
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, Fall 2003The BodyMinder (pictured) has spacious
daily pages for tracking reps, sets, etc. -- Muscle Mag International, June 2003The BodyMinder
helps by encouraging you to record your exercise...meet your fitness goals once and for all! --
Short Hairstyles, September 2003
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Pamela Hawkins, “Fantastic for teachers of beginning ELL students. I have a child in my class
this year that spoke no English at the beginning of the year. I purchased this book, read it, and
adaptedmy instruction accordingly. This child is now speaking, writing, andreading English. She
has also gone from being very shy and withdrawnto being very outgoing and happy. I am
constantly referring back tothis wonderful book.  Thanks!!!”

College Football Fan, “helpful information. This has good basic information and is not overly
wordy and long and tedious like most education textbooks. This is easy to understand and
helpful suggestions for classroom use are available.”

Laura, “Great book!. Lots of information!”

Sweet Sensation, “Will buy again. Shipped quick and in good quality.”

Daniel and Sarah Brown, “Renting is sometimes better.. Brand new.”

Shelly H., “great, fast service. I received this book in almost perfect condition. I have no
complaints whatsoever!  I used it just a couple of times, so the money was worth it.”

Lisa, “Trying to Recall all My Knowledge on different kinds of Books that I had studied in the
Past!. It's a good read and in excellent condition also was sent before the date described, I am
just refreshing all my knowledge in the classes I have taken before.”

Marie Rush, “Resource. Bought it for an online ESL course. Best resource ever for all
elementary grades.”

The book by Robin McKenzie has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 50 people have provided feedback.
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